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1. INDUSTRY INFORMATION  

The situation of Vietnam's textile and garment export in 2021 and January 2022 

Vietnam's total textile and garment export turnover in 2021 will reach 40.45 billion USD, an increase of 

15.36% compared to 2020, an increase of 4% compared to 2019, 1.45 billion USD higher than expected. 

Total import turnover of textile materials and accessories reached USD 24.24 billion, up 23.76% over the 

same period in 2020. Trade surplus value reached USD 19.74%, up 5.58% compared to 2010.  

Import and export balance of Vietnam's textile and garment 

 

According to the General Department of Customs, the total import-export turnover in January 2022 

reached 60.29 billion USD, down 8.9% compared to December 2021. Compared to the same period in 

2021, import and export turnover in January this year increased by 9.6%. 

Regarding exports, the total value of Vietnam's export goods in January 2022 reached 30.84 billion USD, 

down 10.8% compared to December 2021. Compared to January 2021, export turnover in January this 

year increased by 8.1%. Textile and garment exports in January 2022 reached 3.57 billion USD, one of 

the highest exports in January 2022. 

Logistic congestion affects the fashion industry 

The fashion industry that depends on a complex web of global supply chains is facing unprecedented 

pressures and disruptions. Rising logistics costs and shortages of many types of goods complicate the 

situation, requiring fashion companies to rethink sourcing strategies while setting up advanced supply 

chain, with greater flexibility to keep products meeting customer needs in the coming time. 

The new normal for global logistics 

Currently, it costs six times more to ship a container from China to Europe than it did at the beginning of 

2019 and 10 times more from China to the US West Coast. In real terms, shipping a 40-foot container 

from Asia to the US West Coast costs between $1,600 and $2,100 in July 2019; went from $21,000 to 

$23,000. It is expected that in 2022, shipping prices are likely to continue to rise and stay above pre-

pandemic levels. 
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Container cost is on the highest nearly level in history 

 

About half of global businesses will be impacted by supply chain disruptions by 2021, with one in eight 

businesses severely impacted. This is the result of a combination of global and local factors, including 

shortages of raw materials and accessories, transportation bottlenecks, Labor shortages and increased 

transportation costs. Most business leaders believe that this situation shows no signs of stopping, will last 

until 2022 and possibly longer. Specifically, 87% of the 220 major fashion executives surveyed by 

McKinsey think supply chain disruptions will negatively impact profit margins in 2022. 

Logistics challenges are set to increase even more in 2022, with strong global demand continuing to put 

unpredictable pressure on freight, port and terminal services. There is growing concern that increased 

disruptions and price increases could last longer and could become a "new normal for global logistics".  

Joseph Phi, Managing Director of Supply Chain Management of Li & Fung, said: “The supply chain is oper-

ating at full capacity. It is breaking at the junctions. I think this situation will continue until at least the 

second half of 2022 or even 2023”. 

In a November 2021 United Nations report, high freight rates are threatening the global recovery, arguing 

that high freight rates can increase the cost of imports globally by 11%, and make Consumer prices will 

increase by 1.5% from now to 2023. 

Source: Vinatex 

The fashion industry faces many challenges, even as demand grows rapidly  

After months of lockdowns or compliance with social distancing measures, consumer demand is surging in 

markets like the US and UK. However, before they could celebrate, some brands had to face many prob-

lems such as receiving goods on time due to delays in production and transportation – including sea, air 

and overland – resulting in regular inventory in a depleted state. Brands with manufacturing operations in 

regions hit hard by the pandemic have faced staff shortages and factory closures. In August 2021, Adidas 

said supply chain disruptions caused by Covid-19 could cost the company up to 500 million euros ($586 

million) in revenue.  
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The inventory-to-sales ratio in the US is currently near a record low, so demand for additional goods in 

the first half of 2022 is certain to be high. Pressure on the logistics system will reappear and congestion, 

pushing up logistics costs will continue next year. 

 

The draft new EU regulations on carbon border tax and emissions from ship engines is also a 

new challenge for fashion brands.  

 

In addition to the difficulties and challenges of the current logistics system, fashion brands and shipping 

companies are also facing a series of new regulations that become trade barriers. Among the notable 

upcoming regulations are the EU's proposal for the world's first carbon border tax and new restrictions 

on emissions from ship engines. Fashion brands must manage their supply chains to meet new regulations, 

with challenges such as a ban on imports of cotton-based products from China's Xinjiang region. Transport 

between the EU and the UK has also faced a post-Brexit hurdle of adding new layers of paperwork causing 

delays in customs clearance. In addition, the ongoing trade tensions between the US and China have 

always had the potential to exacerbate supply chain disruptions. 

Response actions of fashion brands  

Fashion brands do not consider increasing logistics costs as a short-term problem and only a short-term 

solution, instead they build a fixed plan for the increase in logistics costs. Some companies see this as an 

opportunity to reduce the cost burden on consumers by increasing selling prices. In the McKinsey survey, 

67% of fashion executives expect to increase retail prices by 2022, with an average increase of 3.2%, 

while 14% of executives even expect price increase by more than 10%. However, 17% of executives 

expect price reductions, of which the biggest reduction is expected for mid-range products.  

Another difficulty for fashion brands is that customers are "accustomed" to super-fast delivery, both online 

and in-store, delivery delays affect their satisfaction, as well as the tendency to increase rapidly. Demand 

for sustainable materials also puts additional pressure on supply.  

Another difficulty for fashion brands is that customers are "accustomed" to super-fast delivery, both online 

and in-store, delivery delays affect their satisfaction, as well as the tendency to increase rapidly. Demand 

for sustainable materials also puts additional pressure on supply. 

In the long term, fashion brands will find ways to optimize production, plan logistics, secure bookings, as 

well as have contingency plans and alternative suppliers to quickly respond to demand and as flexible as 

possible. Therefore, some large carriers have considered building their own shipping systems by the end 

of 2021. Companies such as Walmart and American Eagle have invested in specialized container services 

to avoid dependence on the third party shipping service. 

 

At the same time, brands will work with their suppliers to scale up manufacturing operations close to 

headquarters or to manufacture on site. In fact, some European fashion brands have been working to 

move garment textile production from China to Turkey to minimize delivery delays. More than 70% of 

companies plan to increase their share of purchases at manufacturing sites near the importing country, 

and about 25% plan to source in their own countries, according to survey of CPOs in fields of McKinsey's 

202. 

 

PVH Group CEO Stefan Larsson said: “As an industry, we still have very long delivery times. The ability to 

better combine planning and on-demand purchasing is something we learned when Covid-19 hit. The 

second big lesson is to build resilience in the supply chain now.” 
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“It is very difficult to plan inventory turns with great accuracy,” said Erik Nordstrom, CEO at Nordstrom. 

We do not expect the current logistical congestion situation to change any time soon.” Commonly deployed 

practical solutions include introducing agile working to improve efficiency, upgrading inventory manage-

ment systems, reimagining supply chains (incorporating visibility advanced solutions) and the application 

of technology such as setting up complex dashboards (also known as control towers) of the supply chain 

in digital form. 

 

Fashion executives have pointed out that the next direction will continue to focus on digitizing supply chain 

activities. President and CEO of VF Corporation, Steve Rendle sees significant opportunities in creating a 

hyper digital sup-ply chain. Meanwhile, H&M Group CEO Helena Helmersson said that much of the compa-

ny's supply chain development is focused on technology, and the top priority is to find "competitive ad-

vantage in the supply chain contex response requires speed, agility, cost effectiveness and price”.  

 

Success story of Shein - China's online fast fashion retailer that recently surpassed Zara and H&M to 

become the best-selling fast fashion retailer in the US with 3,000 new products launching every week, the 

time from design to completion of production is only 10 days, far surpassing the Zara brand, which takes 

5 weeks. There are many factors that make Shein successful, among them are algorithms and data science 

to identify new fashion trends, along with a supply chain management software system that closely mon-

itors the manufacturing process and share real-time customer search data with suppliers to guide design 

and manufacturing.  

 

In short, as pressures mount, careful planning and deeper integration of supply chain requirements into 

decision-making will become key factors in the coming year. 

            Source: Compiled from Mc Kinsey's State of Fashion in 2022 report 

Uniqlo will use half of its materials from recycled sources  

 

Fast Retailing, Uniqlo's parent group, has committed to using half of its materials from recycled sources 

by 2030, as part of a larger sustainability effort to "emphasize caring for the environment in all processes” 

from production to shipping and sales. 

 

The Japanese retailer ranked third in the world by revenue behind only Inditex and H&M, Uniqlo says it 

plans to advance the LifeWear concept of "clothes designed to make people's lives better" by “dramatically 

reducing” greenhouse gas emissions and waste and accelerating the transition to new business models 

that include both sustainability and growth while “protecting human rights in all all processes”.  
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Fast Retailing says it has identified climate change as one of its most pressing issues by pledging to reduce 

absolute greenhouse gas emissions from its own operations, such as stores and offices 90% compared to 

the baseline level in 2019 by 2030 and the absolute level of greenhouse gas emissions from raw materials, 

fabrics and garment production increased by 20% over the same period. 

 

All electricity used by Fast Retailing stores and main global offices will also come from renewable sources 

by 2030, although all stores in North America and some countries in the East South Asia, along with all 64 

Uniqlo stores from nine markets in Europe, have converted or will do so by the end of the year. Meanwhile, 

the company will work with core partner factories that account for 90% of Uniqlo and GU production to 

implement renewable energy, decarbonization and energy efficiency programs. “By moving forward with 

broad support and cooperation from customers and partner corporations, Fast Retailing will create a new 

industry ‘of LifeWear’.”  

 

Source: Summarized from Vitas 

Green materials - a sustainable step for Vietnam's garment textile industry  

 

The process of "greening" Vietnam's textile and garment industry according to the general trend of the 

world has been creating a driving force for domestic raw material suppliers to research and launch new 

products suitable to the tastes of customers.  

 

Despite being a textile exporter with a turnover of up to tens of billions of US dollars per year, Vietnam is 

still only known to the world as a country specializing in product processing. According to the Ministry of 

Industry and Trade, this comes from the fact that Vietnam is only active in about 30-40% of domestic raw 

materials. 

 

Specifically, Vietnam can only supply 0.2% of the demand for cotton, 30% of the demand for fiber, the 

rest must be imported from the US, China and Taiwan, etc. Yarn output reaches 1.4 million tons per year 

but more than 70% of which is exported due to low quality, unable to meet domestic demand. In particular, 

the majority of enterprises in the industry are small and medium-sized enterprises, with limited capital, so 

investment in research and technology has not been focused. 

Opportunities for domestic suppliers  

Realizing the limitations of Vietnam's textile and garment industry, over the past time, many textile and 

garment enterprises have promoted the localization of raw materials and accessories, and at the same 

time closely linked with universities to find talents and improve production quality. Thanh Cong Textile - 

Investment - Trade Joint Stock Company (TCM) is one of the pioneering textile and garment companies, 

besides the enterprise with a closed production system from Yarn - Knitting/Weaving - Dyeing - Sewing, 

actively source raw materials, the enterprise has invested VND billions for R&D, coordinated with the Kotiti 

Korean Garment Textile Research Institute, and at the same time annually recruits students from Poly-

technic University to research new types of yarns and fabrics product that are both environmentally friendly 

and highly applicable have been highly appreciated and trusted by customers.  
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In fact, according to VITAS, the localization of materials and accessories as well as the "greening" of these 

products is an inevitable trend that Vietnamese enterprises must meet. Because in the world, the green 

transition of the fashion garment textile industry is increasingly obvious and consumers do not accept the 

use of fashion products of no clear origin, without environmental protection; Even if the enterprise employs 

workers not in accordance with international commitments, it will not be accepted. 

Source: TCM & Vitas 

Top 10 apparel retail markets in the world 
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US fashion retail forecast 

 

US e-commerce fashion industry growth forecast 

 

Vietnam's fabric exports in 2021 will reach 2.553 million USD, up 31.4 in price compared to 2020 

Vietnam's facbric exports over the years 
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Viet Nam’s Export yarn, fiber by price & quantity 

 

2. THE COMPANY’S PERFOMANCE 
Unit: USD

  

The Company's business results in January 2022, revenue reached 17,269,953 USD, an increase of 12% 

over the same period in January 2021 and an increase of 67% compared to December 2021. Profit after 

tax in January 2022 reached 1,116,278 USD, up 4% over the same period in January 2021 and up 73% 

compared to December 2021. Production and business activities have stabilized, productivity has recov-

ered after the pandemic and logistics costs are on a downward trend, so that profit margins have improved 

significantly compared to before. Sales in January 2022 came from 3 main segments, of which garment 

products accounted for 80%, fabric accounted for 13% and yarn accounted for 6% of total revenue. This 

month, Yarn's share of revenue is lower than in previous months, partly due to a high proportion of revenue 

from the garment segment, leading to a narrower proportion of the yarn segment. 
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13%
1%

Yarn Garment fabric Other

15,461,629 
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EXPORT MARKET 

 

     

 
                                                                                                                                 Source: TCM

TCM exports garmeny textile products to many major countries in the world. In January 2022, exports to 

the US market accounted for the highest proportion, accounting for 34.58% of total exports, followed by 

South Korea accounting for 24.72%, Japan accounting for 17.07%. In order to take advantage of the tax 

incentives brought by the EVFTA Agreement and the Vietnam - UK Free Trade Agreement (UKVFTA), the 

Company has been approaching new customers, promoting exports to the market. European market has 

potential and has plenty of room for growth. In January 2022, TCM's exports to the European market 

accounted for 8.78%, of which the UK market dominated 8%. 

 

ORDER SITUATION 

 

Currently, the company has received orders until the third quarter of 2022. The company is in the process 

of completing the construction of Thanh Cong Vinh Long 2 garment factory with investment in advanced 

technology and starting to install a solar power system, meeting audit and environmental standards of 

fastidious customers of the US, Japanese, EU markets.... The factory is expected to go into operation in 

early April 2022 to promptly produce orders for 2022 and bring revenue and profit to the Company in the 

near future.  
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2.  THE COMPANY’S IR ACTIVITIES 
 

 TCM SHARE INFORMATION 

 

~ 4.703 

Market capitali-

zation on 

28/01/2022 

(Bilion dong) 

61.300 ~ 66.000 

Price volatility  

(1 month) 

(1.23%) 

19 

Sessiion/January 

629.074 

Trading Vol/day 

 (Jan/2022) 

11,951,900 

Total matched 

volume 

(Jan/2022) 

71.260.358 

Shares out-

standing 

104.353 

Highest within 52 

wks(31/03/2021) 

61.300 

Lowest within 52 

wks (25/01/2021) 

2.108 

EPS 2021 

30.93 

P/E 2021 

 

Source TCM, Vietstocks 

 
 

Within 52 weeks, the highest price of TCM stock was 104,353 VND/share on March 31, 2021, the lowest 

price was 61,300 VND/share on January 25, 2021. In January 2022, the trading price of TCM shares 

fluctuated by 1.23%. The market capitalization of TCM stock on January 28, 2022 is about VND 4,703 

billion, ranking 2nd among listed textile enterprises after Vinatex, and at the same time TCM is one of 

the Top 3 liquid textile stocks. Best in the market in the past 1 year. 

 

TCM SHAREHOLDER INFORMATION  

 

  
On January 24, 2022, the major shareholder E.land Asia Holding Pte.Ltd registered to buy 1,200,000 TCM 

shares, expected trading time from February 7, 2022 to March 7, 2022.  

43.27%

15.67%

41.06%
E.land Asia Holding Ptd.Ltd

Mr. Nguyen Van Nghia

Other shareholders

61.300 

104.353

30 
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TCM FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

                                                                                                                                              Unit: Million VNĐ 

  

  
 

Financial ratiio 2018 2019 2020 2021 

EPS  4,877 3,827 4,614 2,108 

BVPS  23,580 24,609 26,445 23,976 

P/E  4.72 5.02 11.27 30.93 

ROS 7.11 5.95 7.96 4.06 

ROEA 22.07 15.97 17.97 8.52 

ROAA 8.25 6.99 9.33 4.33 

Source TCM, Vietstock       
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TCM is in the Top 10 key garment textile enterprises of HCM City in the period 

of 2021-2025 

 

Following the direction of the City People's Committee, the Department of Industry and Trade has coor-

dinated with the Departments, Departments, Industry Development Council of the city, Association or-

ganizations to propose, review and verify to identify the list of typical enterprises producing products in 

the Group of key and potential industrial products of the city in the period of 2021-2025 according to the 

list in Decision No. 430/QD-UBND dated February 5, 2021 of the City People's Committee.  

 

TCM is one of the 10 typical textile and garment enterprises in Ho Chi Minh City on the list of key and 

potential industrial product manufacturing enterprises of Ho Chi Minh City in the 2021-2025 period.  

 

* General criteria of key industrial products:  

- Products are manufactured by enterprises of the city, registered to operate under the Enterprise Law 

and headquartered in Ho Chi Minh City.  

- Products with innovative design, superiority, durability and high quality. Priority is given to products 

that meet national or international standards.  

- Priority is given to products manufactured with an advanced quality management system that meets 

international standards.  

- Revenue from products accounts for a high proportion and makes an important contribution to the 

industry; with added value and high labor productivity.  

- Applying high technology to produce environmentally friendly products.  

- Meet the needs of the domestic or foreign market. Able to substitute, compete with imported products 

or have export potential. Capable of participating in the global supply chain.  

- Play an important role in promoting the development of the industry and the growth of other industries. 

- Do not violate the law on intellectual property rights. 

 

* Criteria to the garment textile industry:  

- Products with the production method "buy raw materials, semi-finished products" (FOB) or more. 

- The product has a high localization rate in terms of raw materials.  

- Applying advanced and environmentally friendly technology.  

- Quality products are exported to major markets: USA, EU, Japan, Korea... 
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For more information, kindly visit the Website of Thanh Cong Textile Garment Investment Trading JSC (TCM) at the link below:  

Website: www.thanhcong.com.vn 

 

TCM – INFORMATION DISCLOSURE  

 

 

 
  

The content of this newsletter is for the purpose of providing information to institutional and individual investors/shareholders. 

TCM makes every effort to ensure the transparency, completeness, and accuracy of the information presented in this newsletter. 

However, this information is not an offer or advice to buy or sell TCM shares. Therefore, this newsletter should be best considered 

as a reference only. TCM does not bear any responsibility for the abovementioned information posted by others for any purpose. 
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   Investor Relation Department  
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